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Only Edge to Edge hand guided quilting will be completed currently. This means one pattern is sewn from one edge of the quilt over to the other 
edge of the quilt. The quilt will not be removed from the frame to allow for any special border or sashing treatments.  

 

Sheets will not be accepted as backing. 

Quilting Fees: 
 Edge to Edge hand guided pantograph quilting starts at 2.0 cents per square inch, for example an 80x80 quilt would cost 128.00 for 

just the quilting fees, if using a basic pantograph that is not too dense. See below for all other charges. 

 Minimum order is 50.00. 

 Bring in your top pressed, if QR presses your top there will be an extra charge. This charge will be discussed before quilting begins 

 If seams need repairing, the customer will be notified prior to quilting commencing. QR does not repair seams. 

 Excess batting removed and batting squared (if batting supplied by customer) $10.00 

 Squaring up backing and removing excess $10.00 

 Quilt will not be trimmed when returned to customer 

 

All information below to be checked before customer leaves: 

Item Description Y N Initials 

Quilt Top Center of quilt top is marked with safety pin, and a label says top of quilt. (Even if it appears to be 
obvious!) 

   

 Top is pressed flat, if not inform customer and customer initial ok to proceed as is    

 All lose threads are trimmed (if threads are visible inform customer), customer to initial to proceed with 
loose threads as is. 

   

 Center of the quilt top, bottom is marked with a safety pin    

 Note: For best results the quilt outside edge should be stay stitched. If not then during the process the 
seams could pull apart, even though the edge will be basted to the batting. Have customer initial that 
they understand 

   

Batting If batting is purchased at Quilters Ranch, the quilter will cut it at the time of quilting and none of the 
following applies, you can skip to the backing section. This section only applies if the customer brings 
batting with them 

   

 Size and batting is at least 4”-6”  larger than top on all sides 

Excess batting is removed. If not add an extra 10.00 charge for removal, customer needs to initial.  

All batting removed is returned to customer. 

   

 Batting top edge is even and batting appears to lay flat (no major creases or bumps, waves, etc.)    

Backing Backing center, top is marked with safety pin, and the top of the back needs a label that says top of 
backing. Backing center bottom is marked (even if this appears to be obvious!)  

Backing top edge is even, and bottom edge is even. $10.00 extra charge for straightening the back 

   

 Backing is pressed. The selvage should be removed from the seam in the backing. If not, inform 
customer and customer is to initial to proceed as is. When piecing the backing use a 5/8” seam and 12 
stitches to the inch, then press this seam open. If you use a ¼” seam press to one side. Backstitch at 
the beginning and ending. If center seam is not pressed, either open or to one side, have customer 
initial that they understand this will be quilted as is.  

   

 Backing is at least 4”-6” larger than top on all sides, and excess backing has been removed. If not there 
is an extra 10.00 charge for removing excess fabric. Have customer initial that they understand the extra 
charge 
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Quilting Estimate 
 Width Length  EST. 

TOTAL 
Actual 
Total 

Quilt description (give pattern name and major color of fabric used in quilt 
for identification); and take a picture. 

 

 

 

     

Batting (if purchased at QR) list name/type of batting to be used, the LA 
quilter will cut at the time of quilting. 

Name/Type: _____________________________________ 

     

Quilt size (Ranch employee to measure top and side)       

Pantograph pattern name, and number, and price per square inch: 

Name and/or number of Pantograph to use: 
_________________________ 

Price for this Pantograph is : ______________________ 

  .02 - .06 
per 
square 
inch 

  

Thread choice – List color and type of thread to be used. 

Type of thread: 
________________________________________________ 

Color:_____________________________________________________ 

     

Pressing – Customer is to bring top in pressed. If QR presses there will 
be an extra charge. Customer will be notified for approval if extra charges 
will apply 

     

Excess batting removed   $10.00   

Backing squared and excess fabric removed   $10.00   

      

      

      

      

Quilting minimum charge (before extra charges applied)   $50.00   

Subtotal      

AZ Taxes      

Total      

Deposit: 50% of estimated quilting charge      
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Customer Name:  

Address:  

Phone and Email:  

Employee Name:  

Drop-off time and date:  

Estimated return date (at least 3 weeks out):  

 
 

Please sign authorizing QR to work on this project: _____________________________________________  Date: ___________ 

 

 

Authorization to photograph and post this quilt:       _____________________________________________  Date: ___________ 

 

 

Pick-Up Signature:        _____________________________________________  Date: ___________ 

 

 

The QR offers a warranty on the mechanics of the stitching which allows for correction only.  If you find a quality issue, please contact 
QR within 7 days. 

 

The QR reserves the right to reject a quilt top for quilting for any reason. 

 

Fullness Disclaimer: 

Fullness and/or puckers within a quilt and its borders cannot always be quilted out.  There is a limit on how much The QR can manipulate, so 
The QR cannot guarantee that puckers and tucks won’t exist after quilting.  In some cases, excessive fullness in borders may result in the quilt 
corners not being square.  The flatter your pieced top lies, the better the finished results. 

  

Mechanical Disclaimer: 

Please be aware that a longarm sewing machine is a mechanical device.  Although The QR will do its utmost to ensure perfect results, on very 
rare occasions mechanical malfunctions can occur (i.e. needle breaks at thick seams or the foot catches an edge) which may cause 
damage.  Should this happen, The QR will collaborate with you on a repair procedure at The QR expense. 

  

 


